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Best design of 2012
The diversity of experts and opinions within this year’s jury shaped the debate 
and ultimately made a statement – not only about the best design of 2012, 
but also setting a clear direction for the future

above
Nike+ FuelBand; IDEA Gold winner, Beats by Dr. Dre Beats Mixr over-

the-ear headphones by Ammunition, were designed for professional 

DJs and audio enthusiasts wanting a high-quality sound experience. 

Beats Mixr integrate powerful audio and a compact size, they are 

lightweight enough to be worn for long sets without creating fatigue.

right
IDEA Gold winner, Horizon LED Task Light by Humanscale features 

Thin Film LED Technology, by using a series of high-intensity LEDs 

surrounding several layers of polycarbonate and optical films. The 

energy-efficient task light produces a wide footprint of warm light. 

Spherical joints allow for fluid positioning. An organic membrane-like 

skin forms the cover for the lens and base, leaving no exposed  

wiring or mechanical fasteners.
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The International Design Excellence Awards program  

(IDEA) was established in 1980 by the Industrial Designers  

Society of America (IDSA) to foster a better under-

standing of the impact of design excellence on quality 

of life and the economy. Considered one of the most 

pre-eminent design competitions in the US, the IDEA 

program’s scope and influence now reach far beyond 

US boundaries.

Out of 660 finalists for the 2012 IDEA program, 35 took 

home a Gold Award, 71 Silver and 123 Bronze. The 

top corporate winners were Samsung, claiming seven 

awards, Belkin, securing four, and Coway and LG 

Electronics picking up three each.

Among US design firms, IDEO received 13 awards, 

Smart Design captured six, Teague, fuseproject, Nectar  

Inc. and NewDealDesign LLC earned four each,  

and frog, New, Ziba and Ammunition won three re-

spectively. Art Center College of Design – Pasadena, 

California topped this year’s list of college wins with 

eight awards.

“I believe the diversity of experts and opinions within 

this year’s jury shaped the debate and ultimately made  

a statement – not only about the best design of 2012, 

but also setting a clear direction for the future,” said 

IDEA’s 2012 jury chair Rhys Newman, head of ad-

vanced projects at Nokia. 

“This year’s jury awarded products that brought 

together hardware, software, service and experience. 

While there are many well-designed, innovative  

products, the exciting future is in the convergence of  

disciplines and expertise that span the digital and phy-

sical divide, ultimately resulting in useful and beautiful 

products for people.”

IDSA revealed the Best in Show, Curator’s Choice, 

People’s Choice and the Sustainability Award at the 

IDEA ceremony in August at its 2012 International 

Conference in Boston. 

“In deliberating on the Best in Show, the important 

bellwether for where the cutting-edge concerns of 

the profession are, we witnessed the jurors turn from 

products that demonstrated great experiences to 

those that combined all the elements of new digital 

experiences into solutions that can transform behav-

iour,” said IDSA’s chair George McCain.

Nineteen international design experts from design 

consultancies, corporations and universities comprised 

the IDEA 2012 jury and spent weeks previewing entries 

online, followed by two-and-a-half days of debate 

and hands-on evaluation of the entries in person at 

the Henry Ford museum in Dearborn, Michigan.
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above and left
Gold IDEA winner, the Cocoon Open MRI Chair 

concept, by Lionel Wodecki, GE Healthcare 

and Ludovic Avot, uses a shell metaphor, and 

a cocoon-like form to make the experience of 

having an MRI more welcoming and  

non-threatening to patients

above
judging the IDEA at the Henry Ford museum – jury  

chair Rhys Newman, judging the design strategy 

category; Thomas Overthun, Carrie Russell and 

Ed Dorsa, judging packaging and graphics
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this page, clockwise
Panasonic LED Clear Bulb, winner of the IDSA 

Sustainability Award; IDEA Gold winner Crown 

RM 6000S MonoLift Reach Truck by Crown  

Equipment Corporation; IDEA Gold winner Nokia 

Lumia 900 by Nokia Design; celebrations after 

the IDEA ceremony with Associate Professor  

Kevin Shankwiler, Georgia Institute of Technology  

and Paul Hatch, CEO of Teams Design
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This year’s Best in Show was Nike+ FuelBand – a fitness  

tracker and watch, all in one. Designed with an ath-

letic lifestyle in mind, the wristband records calories 

burned, steps taken and – impressively – ‘NikeFuel’. 

As conventional calorie counters take many variables 

into account – such as fitness level, gender and body 

type – Nike wanted to create a common metric for 

tracking physical activity in order to make it easier to 

record and compare data. NikeFuel is a measuring  

device created by Nike to calculate activity in a uni- 

versal fashion, regardless of body type – the more the 

user moves, the more NikeFuel is accumulated – so 

people can assess and compare their data more easily.

“With a strong, opinionated, experienced group of 

jurors, the discussions were passionate and often 

contentious, which is as you hope and expect,” 

explains Newman. “There were other products that 

challenged the Nike entry, the Gold Category winners 

were all candidates, with varying degrees of emphasis 

on great product design, amazing humanitarian or 

environmental impact,” he explains. 

“But what was good about the Fuel was that as  

each juror interrogated the individual elements of it, 

each found that it was a really well-resolved product. 

The (hardware) wristband is nicely done, the UX delight- 

ful and the Nike ‘sleight of hand’ in creating Fuel, as  

opposed to calories, speed, distance, et cetera, which 

allowed a lot of the complexities to be resolved. Lastly, 

and for me more importantly, it’s a product that gets 

people moving. Literally. Which is not a bad thing.” 

The two other special award winners were Panasonic  

LED Clear Bulb, winner of the IDSA Sustainability Award, 

and Embrace Infant Warmer, winner of the People’s 

Choice Award.

The LED Clear Bulb is the first LED bulb on the market  

to recreate the look, quality and mood of an incan-

descent bulb. The light source resembles a filament 

that can project light in all directions. With the same 

dimensions as an incandescent globe, it can easily 

be used in all incandescent fixtures, yet with a rated 

lifespan of 40,000 hours and excellent energy-saving 

performance, it’s a superior alternative to incandes-

cent bulbs.

The Embrace Infant Warmer was developed for 

premature and low-birth-weight babies in developing 

countries. More than 20 million premature and low-

birth-weight babies are born around the globe every 

year and, tragically, around four million die each year, 

and survivors often have life-long associated illnesses. 

Hypothermia is the main cause as these babies don’t 

have enough body fat to retain their own body tem-

perature. The Embrace Infant Warmer is an innovative 

and affordable alternative to the traditional incubator,  

which is expensive, complicated to use, requires 

constant electricity and often only available in city 

hospitals. It’s a hypo-allergenic sleeping bag that is kept 

warm by heating a reusable wax pouch using water, 

which is placed inside the bag and the baby is kept 

warm for at least four hours at a temperature of 37ºC.

Newman says a few other standout trends or projects 

were the incredible quality and valuable student  

work from the Design Matters program from Art Centre 

College of Design, Pasadena, in terms of both the 

subject areas that the products focused on, as well as 

in their ability to communicate, prototype and realise 

functional products that made a substantial positive 

difference to the lives of people.

“The medical categories are always amazing, but this 

year, we could see the influence of designers really 

making a difference in this area, ‘humanising’ technol-

ogies with amazing sensitivity to people and the often 

de-humanising experience,” says Newman. “GE are  

a standout example of this.”   

left
Embrace Infant Warmer, winner of the  

People’s Choice Award

below
judging the IDEA at the Henry Ford museum – 

Sam Lucente and Professor Shaun Jackson  

with the Horizon LED Task Light;  Duncan Trevor-

Wilson and Sean Hagen judging the medical  

scientific category
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award

Fuelling the fire
Water-resistant and with a sports-inspired aesthetic designed for an active 
lifestyle, stats and progress can be automatically synced and shared to help 
motivate and inspire athletes and fitness enthusiasts
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The Nike+ FuelBand won this year’s Best in Show  

at the International Design Excellence Awards. It’s a 

sleek fitness-tracker-come-wristwatch that tracks activity 

levels for athletes. It uses a tri-axis accelerometer to  

record steps taken and calories burned, as well as how  

much NikeFuel the user is accumulating. NikeFuel is 

unique to the device – it’s a universal metric based on 

oxygen kinetics mapped to activities and movements. 

The more the user moves, the more fuel is earned, 

regardless of gender, body type and fitness level, so 

athletes and fitness enthusiasts can more easily com-

pare, compete and collaborate across activities. 

Curve spoke to some of the team at Nike – Jamian 

Cobbett, lead designer for Nike+ FuelBand, Aaron 

Weast, engineering lead for digital sport, and Kwamina  

Crankson, user-experience (UX) lead – about this  

intelligent and inspiring product.

“Nike’s mission is to bring innovation and inspiration to 

every athlete* in the world. As quoted by Bill Bowerman, 

co-founder of Nike, ‘If you have a body you are an 

athlete’. So our first goal was to address the asterisk,” 

explains Cobbett.

The problem with traditional calorie counters is that 

gender, fitness levels and body type all play a part in 

the tally, so two people doing the same activity will 

get different results. As such, it’s difficult to precisely 

compare stats with others. Nike visualised a metric 

that could be used by athletes across all sports and 

activities to universally record data. By measuring oxy-

gen uptake, a normalised metric can be generated 

that remains constant, regardless of activity and body 

type. They set out to actualise this common metric for 

tracking activity – and called it NikeFuel.

“Nike worked directly with some of the world’s leading 

experts to create an algorithm using oxygen kinetics,” 

says Aaron Weast. “Activity intensity can be derived 

from quantifying the oxygen uptake both during an 

activity and while at rest, expressed using the MET 

(metabolic equivalent of a task) index. Nike measured 

the MET scores of activities and linked those to activity 

patterns to formulate NikeFuel.” 

They knew that Nike+ FuelBand, being the first product 

to generate NikeFuel, would have to deliver on the 

proposition and prove that it is useable and appropri-

ate for everyone – from professional athletes to fitness 

newbies – and could translate activity levels into an 

accessible, comparable and universal format. The goal  

was to make personal fuel burned visible to users and, 

as such, motivate sports people. 

“You’re moving and walking and active in ways that 

you’re probably not recognising yet,” says Kwamina 

Crankson, UX lead for Nike+ FuelBand. “This experience  

starts to give me a measure of how active I am and 

how much my body is travelling throughout the day.” 

The idea behind the NikeFuel algorithm is that it  

creates a shift in a person’s focus while they’re training 

or working out, and in general activity levels through-

out the day. Instead of thinking about how much 

energy they’re burning, the Fuel system focuses on 

how much activity they’re accumulating, while also 

allowing for a context for comparison with others. 

“There’s a reason top athletes train together,” says 

Crankson. “Teammates can push each other and 

celebrate their successes together. Now with NikeFuel 

they can even see who is working harder.” 

The close collaboration of Nike’s Design, UX and 

engineering teams was a major factor in the success 

of the Nike+ FuelBand, along with strategic partner-

ships. “Ideas can come from anywhere – science, 

technology, design – but the athlete is at the core of 

everything we do. Our teams worked closely together 

to make it a reality,” says Cobbett. 

“One challenge in the product development,” he 

explains, “revolved around the desire for an extremely 

slim and streamlined object that could be comfortably 

worn 24/7 versus the need for a large battery volume 

and the large amount of electronics that had to be 

integrated. The final solution utilised curved batteries 

that follow the shape of the wrist.” 

Water-resistant and with a sports-inspired aesthetic 

designed for an active lifestyle, it has a soft rubber-like 

outer skin and a silver clasp housing the USB. Coloured 

LEDs display data – calories, steps and Fuel, as well 

as the time of day – which the user can easily scroll 

through via a single button while exercising. Data  

captured automatically syncs (either wirelessly 

through Bluetooth or via the built-in USB plug in the 

clasp) to an iOS app (for iPhone or iPod Touch) or the 

internet so stats and progress can be tracked and 

shared to help motivate and inspire athletes and  

fitness enthusiasts.

“One of the major achievements of the Nike+ FuelBand 

is it is changing the way people think about sport and 

activity,” says Cobbett. “Now the Nike+ FuelBand 

makes the invisible visible, revealing the activity that 

you do everyday.” 

The Nike+ FuelBand was launched in January 2012 

after more than two years of conceptualising and 

development and is currently available for sale in the 

US and UK.  

above
Kevin Durant, Carmelita Jeter, Lance Armstrong 

and Jimmy Fallon at the Nike+ Fuelband launch


